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Abstract: DNA Sequencing is a process where we determine and identify every single DNA base and element that is in the genome
of an individual. There are six billion of those in every normal cell in every person. When we apply DNA sequencing in the Cancer
project. We first figure out what those six billion DNA bases are in the normal cells in that person and then we take some of the
tumor in that person and figure out what the DNA bases are in the tumor. In this paper, we discuss impediments and future works
about Hadoop in bioinformatics. We study the Map Reduce algorithm from algorithm lay by point and demonstrate the
appropriates of our approach by tracing and analyzing efficient Map Reduce algorithms for sorting and simulation problem of
parallel algorithms specified in the help of pigeonhole principle. The big data is a great computational challenge to statistical
analysis of DNA big data. We can get general statistical analysis through R language. After studying the survey paper various
approaches of using GPU and Map Reduce. We adopted the best solution to using R with Map Reduce. An R package is created to
shift a set of critical R functions on GPU card. It allows users to run R code with GPU spread that enable much faster large data
set of computation.
Index Terms— Big Data, Approximation Algorithm, Pigeonhole Principle, NVIDIA card.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Bioinformatics department is help of solve the
biologists computational problems on purpose confront
large amount of data. Recently, computing and
sequencing ability has improved throughout the
processor. DNA is the hereditary building in all
organisms.

Base pairing form naturally between A and T and
between G and C at normal data pattern therefore that
basic sequence is a single strand of DNA each parts of
DNA which can be simply deduced from that of its
partner strand.

DNA resides in every cell in the body of
organism. The double helix looks an immensely long step
twisted into a helix.
The sides of the step are formed by a backbone
of sugar and join many phosphate molecules and the pole
consist of nucleotide bases join in the middle by the
hydrogen bonds. This is four types of nucleotides. Each
nucleotide contains a base:





Adenine (A)
Guanine (G)
Cytosine (C)
Thymine (T)

Figure 1 DNA Structure with Molecular Structure
(source: google Image)
DNA is the chemical liquid which carrying
instructions to cell. When those instructions have
mistaken that cells function n o r m a l o r not. These
cancer causing c h a n g e d t o DNA sequence. It is
called mutations.
Cancer are changes DNA
Sequence. It can cause cells to produce t h e wrong
amount of a certain protein. In cancer many tissues are
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damaged. If mutation i s changed i n our DNA
building. A gene mutation is a change in or damage to
a gene. These changes in your DNA can result in
genetic disorders. Mutations can lead to missing or
deformed proteins and that can lead to disease.





Deletion
Substitution
Inversion
Insertion
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Where (m)n is the falling factorial m(m - 1)(m - 2) ...
(m - n
+ 1). For n = 0 and for n = 1 (and m > 0) that probability
is 0 it means that if there are only one pigeon it is
manifest that here cannot be a conflict. For n >
m (more pigeons than pigeonholes) in which it
coincides with the usual pigeonhole principle. But even
if the number of pigeons does not increase the number
of pigeonholes (n).

In this disease this caused changes the
human
DNA structure
and mutated
in an
individual’s DNA sequence. These mutations can be
create
some
subsequence
an error in DNA
replication due to environmental factors such as
cigarette smoke, alcohol and divestment to radiation
which cause changes in the DNA sequence. Our DNA
provides the code for making proteins.
Another type of genes maintains the integrity of
genes and provide the accuracy in the information
transfer from one gene to another. XRCC3 gene being
a DNA mismatch repair gene responsible for skin
cancer.

Figure 2 compare normal DNA structure to mutation
DNA structure (source: google Image)

Figure 3 piegonhole algorithm and block with
dimension (source: google Image)
Map Reduce is a JAVA programming model
and a associated parallel and distributed computing for
implementation, developing and process of parallel
algorithms to massive datasets on clusters of commodity
machines. The input is seen as a sequence of
ordered key-value pairs (k,v). The map function take
input one such (key, value) pair at a time and can
processor a finite multiset of pairs {(k1, v1),(k2, v2), · · ·
}. The reduce function takes as input a key k and value v
pair produce another set {(k1, v1),(k2, v2), · · · }. The
output of reduce can be used as input for another map
function to develop.

II. PROCEDURE FOR PAPER SUBMISSION
A. Implementation and Technique
We will do Approximation algorithm concept for
more Efficient Mapping using Includes algorithm like
Pigeonhole Principle and Hadoop. This can be widely
used in healthcare for Treatment e.g. DNA. It will
predict the disorderness, sorts and fits. The missing bits
in the extremely complex, unstructured and semi
structured data.
Pigeonhole
principle
is a fundamental
mathematics tools which
combined
the
big
element. Unlike other strong theorems t is hard to
have a glimpse of its elegance and useful applications
in mathematics. The Pigeon Hole Principle (PHP)
is one of the important mathematical concepts.

Figure 4 MapReduce algorithm (source: google
Image)
B. Parallel Programming Model
NVIDIA
has
conduct
new
parallel
programming
called Compute
unified
device
architecture (CUDA) in 2007.It can create the number
of applications in GPU that are highly parallel in nature
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and run on thousand of GPU core processor in parallel.
CUDA builds by threads which fast shared
memory and carry out parallel execution.
The CUDA programming language is much
similar in C language and has a high learning curve.
CUDA calls some API function which increases
various libraries in order to access
the GPU
specific features. It has some specific functions
called kernels.
CUDA is a parallel computing architecture
that enables stage increases in computing performance
by harnessing the power of the GPU with millions of
CUDA program enabled in GPUs sold to date, software
developers, scientists and researchers are finding broadranging uses for CUDA when including image and
video processing,
computational
biology and
computational chemistry, fluid dynamics simulation,
CT scan image reconstruction, seismic analysis, ray
tracing, and much more.
This new computing technology, NVIDIA
invented the CUDA parallel computing architecture
that is now shipping in GeForce, ION Quadro, and
Tesla GPUs, representing a significant installed base
for application developer.
C. Highest Delivered Performance
High-through DNA sequence alignment using
GPUs

Figure 5 max. Performance (source: gpu website)
D. Design Model
This designed PHA algorithm is encoded by
floating numbers and consists of special genetic
operators including initialization, mutation, selection
and
termination.
No crossover operation is
implemented in this design. The fitness function is
derived from the cost function. The initialization and
mutation are designed with built-in constraints as
defined in below.
Each chromosome op is a 2 × Nc Array matrix
with N element with the equation of first row
representing δv and the second row representing δφ in

the control horizon. The total number of chromosome in
the population is Npop.

A suitable initialization procedure at the
beginning of each MPS cycle is essential for a better and
faster optimization result. At first each gene in every
chromosome is assigned by randomly picking a floating
number within the intervals are only enforced in fitness
evaluation process. The best chromosome from the
previous optimization MPS cycle also plays a role in the
initialization process of the current cycle. It is shifted to
the left by one gene and patched randomly at the end.
20% of the population will be picked randomly and
replaced by this chromosome. This facilities the PHA
algorithm to exploit based on the best knowledge so
that it may reach at the optimum faster. This also
enforces the stability of the PHA algorithm results.
Whereas the rest of the population which is generated
randomly creates diversity and possibility
in the
searching space to prevent the PHA algorithm from
being trapped at local optimum.
After three stages of selection are required one is
the selection for mutation and the other is survivor
selection. Data will go to Hadoop technology which are
process to the map, shuffle, sort and reduce the size of
data which faster and better speed. The selection for
mutation selects individuals or chromosomes which go to
the mutation process in Hadoop technology. To prevent
the good individuals from taking over the entire
population rapidly and maintain a suitable selection
pressure deterministic q selection is implemented. Firstly
q individuals are selected at random from the population.
Then the fitness is compared and the best individual out
of the q is selected and copied to the intermediate pool
on which the mutation will act. The process is repeated
for Npop times until the population in the intermediate
pool reaches Npop. The survivor selection is to select
Npop chromosomes out of the 2Npop after mutation.
The 2Npop chromosomes consist of the original ones
before selection for the mutation (or parents) and the
mutated ones (or children). In order to maintain the
diversity in the subsequent generations all parents will be
replaced by children.
Mutation acts on the gene of individuals in
intermediate pool. At each gene, a random number
between 0 and 1 will be picked uniformly and
compared with the mutation rate pm. If it is less than
pm, that gene undergoes mutation meaning the gene
will be replaced by a new random number picked
uniformly within the range of higher. If the mutated
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gene is δφ, only its value will change but its sign
remains. To prevent good individuals from being
destroyed by mutation and expedite the optimization
process. The new mutation rate p m is given by-

responsible for particular type of cancer are being
organized (data is collected from well-known database
NCBI and other genome projects). DNA is declared
to be cancer prone unless each is gene pattern is
exactly present in given human DNA.

pm=(1+(1/pm 1)e γN(0,1)) 1
where γ is learning rate and N(0, 1) represents a
random number from normal distribution (0 and 1).
The fitness of an individual is defined based on
the cost function
F=1/(1+J
)
The special feature about this process is
enforced here to save computation time. Otherwise
additional
loops of condition checking have to be
carried out in initialization and mutation process.
This determines when the GA should stop
and return the best individual leading to the minimum
of J. The termination condition is a balance-off
between the best optimal solution and computation
time. In particular the PHA algorithm will terminate
when the optimal solution is found or the time
elapsed is reaching 1.1T s whichever is earlier.
E. Code Flow of GPU and CUDA
At the very beginning of the CUDA code’s
execution, code is compiled just like other python
code. Its primary execution takes place in CPU. As
the execution started all non-kernel functions getting
executed on CPU and the execution of kernel code
is being transferred to GPU. This way we get
parallel execution on CPU and GPU. Once the
memory transfer between CPU to GPU is done,
without
any impediments
the
rest
of
the
execution is carried well otherwise execution will be
halted. Pattern matching gives out the search results
for presence of specific gene in DNA sequence.
Different gene sequences are taken from wellknown databases and genome project. This can
be applied in cancer diagnosis by matching several gene
patterns in input sequence and draw inferences
from result. The simplest approximate algorithm for
pigeonhole technique is used for the matching so as to
cope up with complexity and to prevent possible
overhead occurring due to parallelization. There will
be two input files, one carrying gene code for each
gene; another will be set of files carrying the
information. To extract pattern match from a large
sequence it takes more time. In order to reduce
searching time matching is carried out parallel that
reduces the search time with accurate retrieval. The
basic idea behind using the parallel approach for
cancer diagnosis is quite simple. The genes that are

Figure 6 gpu coding process (source: Snehal [15])
1. import pycuda.compiler as comp
2. import pycuda.driver as drv
3. import numpy
4. import pycuda.autoinit
5. Mod= comp.SourceModule(“””
6.

__global
void multiply_them(float *dest,
float *a, float *b)
7. {
8. Const int I = threadIdx.x;
9. Dest [i] = a[i] * b[i];
10. }
11. “””)
12. Multiply_them =
mod.get_function(“multiply_them”)
13. a=
numpy.random.randh(400).astype(numpy.float
32)
14. b=
numpy.random.randn(400).astype(numpy.float
32)
15. dest = numpy.zeros_like(a)
16. multiply_them(
17. drv.Out(dest), drv.In(a), drv.In(b),
18. block= (400,1,1))
19. print dest-a*b
F. Flow Chart
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To further improve the computation time since
the chromosomes are independent of each other all the
individual processes are expedited by parallel
programming.
Flow Chart of approximation
processes is shown in Figure-5

algorithm

Figure 7 approximation algorithm processes
(source: own)
G. Code Flow of approximation algorithm
Let ARR is an array with N elements. Num is
the searching element and LOC is the location of
searching element.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Begin
Real ARR and NUM
Set found = 0
Set i=0, Loc=0
Repeat slep(6) while i<=N-1
if ARR[i]= NUM
than Set found
=1 and Set loc
=i
and break the loop.
7. if found =1
then Write : Element
found at position <Loc>

<NUM>

else Write : Element <NUM> not present
in
ARR
8. return
H. Implementation
The Hadoop used in this research work which
is process through Pigeonhole and Hadoop Algorithm
(PHA). The DNA data and sequencing is a very large
sequencing process.
So this process cannot by
manually. Many processes are existing in research
center. But that technology takes more time. Therefore,
we use the New Hadoop Technology.
The input data will follow the mentioned
process. Firstly data will be prepared for the
initialization. This initialization process check the
DNA sequencing data with C coding in pigeonhole
a l g o r i t h m . Then data fit on block one by one.
Then again check the mutation if mutation available
in that data so it is select the mutation data then send
data another technology which are map the data
through the Mapper tasks are select data to keep keys
and values pairs which is defined mapper tasks then
sorting the data in pieces in local host. That output is go
to shuffle and merge the data means this process is
keep separate key and value pairs It is keep number and
alphabetic key separate. Then next process will
reduce the data in reduce tasks process. The reduce
task process is the reduce size of data and delete the
unwanted sequence and get output. If there is not any
mutation data so process already terminates here and
stop the process. Ahead process is not do in pigeonhole
algorithm. Then data go to check the DNA sequence
pattern and do matching. The mutations keep
separate and again fitting in the block. Then do the
analysis in R language.
III. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
The GPU used in this research work is TESLA C2070
on a
HP Z420 VMwave workstation i7 multicore processor
having
7 GB RAM operated on a 64 bit Cloudera Linux
operating system. It is the NVIDIA computing
processor designed to redefine high performance
computing. It is based on the next-generation CUDA
“Fermi” architecture. CUDA programming model is
used in this implementation work. CUDA makes the
computing engines of graphics processor units
accessible to general purpose software developers
through a standard programming language C, with an
API to explicit the architecture parallelism. GPU allows
thousands of threads to run in parallel.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 6 are shown about Normal DNA and
mutation DNA. There are two axis which consists
totalcin versus stage Here a first figure is shown
normal DNA and second figure shown mutation DNA.

Figure 6 generate the graph normal DNA and
mutation D by R Language (source: own)
The figure 7 is shown about output command
in R language using cloudera platform
Figure 8 Resultant output of the pattern matching
algorithm for DNA sequence (source: own)
V. CONCLUSION

Figure 7 output command (source: own)
Figure 8 shows the output of the execution of
the parallel implementation of pattern matching
algorithm which diagnose the input DNA sequence by
detecting exact presence of provided genes. The
specified output first displays the name of all the
input genes with corresponding lengths. Then each
pattern is simultaneously searched in the several files
loaded into directory name new. As the input DNA
sequence belongs to normal individual, it generates
true negative diagnosis.

From the six papers, presented for survey, it
describes the advanced
computational
capability
achieved
through different algorithm. As the future
work, we will use approximation algorithm with help
of pigeonhole principle. The R analytics software
will executive data fast and find DNA disorder into
bits. These algorithms will sort extremely complex
and unstructured data. Studies many papers
presented for survey it describes the advanced
computational capability achieved used different
algorithm. In this Presentation we presented a string
short sequence DNA data will separate alphabetic
map the all element and read easy using Hadoop
MapReduce algorithm. Approximate algorithm in
Pigeonhole Principle to search and mismatch string of
nucleotide in DNA structure to store pairing of
element into each block. As of future work if
molecular science has brought up new study and
results about cancer genes for other types of cancer
disease. This work can be extended for all types of
cancers. So we will create new tools which will do
fast alignment sequencing data with searching,
insert and delete element which used base on
pigeonhole algorithm. These algorithms will sorts
extremely complex and unstructured data arrange
easily and analysis the percentage of cancer disease.
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